
Spring Camp 
2020  

CLASS 
SUPPLY LIST  

Mondo 
Bag  

1 package preprinted, fusible interfacing for the Mondo Bag 
(available at Sew Unique sure to get the pattern correction hand out th at 
comes with  

15 - 272" strips of fabric x WOF (at least 40') or 2 strips and 208 272 squares for fabric 
for the front  

1/4 yards fabric for 
lining  

Fusible fleece (batting) 
1/4 yard  

(Optional: Mondo Bag 
pattern)  

Recycled Candy Bag Cost: $5.00 (this covers all the supplies 
you need, EXCEPT the candy bags) 2-3 of your favorite candy bag 
wrappers - SIZE 10.0 - 10.7 ounces - you will want the same size bag for this project  

Zipper 
Foot  

 

Phone 
Pillow 

5" x 13" piece of 



fabric  

Polyester 
filling ... 

Pumpkin and Gnome  

PUMPKIN -  

2 regular or 1 Mega size toilet paper rolls  

18" x 18" fabric. Or a Fat Quarter  

Decorations for top. Picks or other twigs to match the other decorations. 
Halloween, Christmas, birthdays, spring, 4th of July, etc.  

Bring enough so you can choose what you want to look good on the decoration.  

Pumpkins will need a stem - at least 1 or 2 inch. I cut a woody vine several vines 
curls around each other.  

If you are going to make something for a wedding bring satin fabric and white sparkle 
decorations.  

Hot glue gun and plenty of glue sticks.  

Ribbon optional for bows and satin roses.  

GNOME  

Ankle sock, color of your choice probably white and you can dye it before 
you come to camp.  
1 large bag of beans.  

Mop from the Dollar Tree, for the beard. Make sure it's the mop with lots of cotton 
strings. You will have to dye this at home because it take s several days to dry.  

String or rubber bands  

Fabric and stuffing for the pointed hat.  

Small wooden ball for the nose. You can make a ball out of fabric and stuff it.  

Hot glue and plenty of glue sticks  


